
Why 
Lijnrecht 
is the right 
choice for 
you?
Choosing a lawyer or a law firm is no 
easy task. Where do you start? How 
do you know who will do a good job? 
Should you take what your friends and 
acquaintances tell you at face value? 
Are there any objective data you can 
base yourself on perhaps?

Via this leaflet we would like to help you 
make that choice. In 10 points we will 
outline why Lijnrecht is right for you. 
No time like the present to find out for 
yourself, happy reading! 



informed 
choice

Lawyers aren’t simply interchangeable 
and law firms even less so. Organisation, 
experience, type of clientele…. Putting your 
faith in the wrong one can have serious 
consequences and/or prove to be a costly 
business.
Allow us to explain why our firm has been 
providing a service that has been greatly 
appreciated since 2008. Below, we will give 
you 10 points Lijnrecht consistently scores 
well in and is particularly good at.

make an

Discover the 
10 pluses  

that support and guide us here.



1
An ISO quality label since 2008

Lijnrecht has held an ISO quality 
label, awarded by LRQA, since 
2008 and this for three points, i.e.:

• Litigation
• The hosting of seminars
• Legal advice

An ISO quality label is an extremely 
important and highly objective 
quality guarantee!

32
Lijnrecht’s glowing reviews

Lijnrecht prides itself on its 
professionalism and client 
friendliness. This is reflected in the 
reviews from the clients we advised 
or defended in court.

Is there anything more convincing 
or objective than high scores and 
countless positive reviews?

See for yourself! Take a look at the 
Google reviews and our ratings 
on our website www.lijnrecht.be 
under the section “Clients recount” 
or read their testimonials on 
Trustlocal via Trustlocal.be (enter 
“lawyer” and “Tongeren” in the 
search bar). You will probably have 
a friend or acquaintance who will tell 
you the same.

Convenient opening hours

Client friendliness starts with 
accessibility. One of the objective 
indicators are convenient opening 
hours. Every client can contact 
Lijnrecht on working days from 
07:00 until 19:00, including 
on Saturday mornings. We are 
permanently manned by legal and 
administrative staff.Travail analytique 
poussé et une approche structurée



4
Analytically strong and a 
structured approach

A robust analysis will often go 
a long way towards solving a 
problem. Lijnrecht always provides 
you with a strong and in-depth 
analysis and distils any problem 
to the essence. We also adopt 
a highly structured approach by 
subdividing every problem into 
subproblems. This strategy not only 
creates clarity for our clients, but 
also for the judges, opponents and 
anyone who has any involvement in 
the problem.

5
Procedural economy is second 
nature

Litigation costs time and money. 
We do this as pragmatically 
and efficiently as possible and 
continuously assess whether the 
file is dealt with as cost-effectively 
as possible for the client. If it turns 
out that further investigation or 
litigation will prove to be more 
costly than the maximum that can 
be gained from the case, we will 
always honestly advise the client 
against further action. After all, our 
objective is not to land more cases 
or files but to strive for maximum 
client satisfaction. Our clientele can 
rely on us to look at their file in this 
broader perspective.

Choose 
a lawyer 
who 
looks at 
things 
through 
your 
eyes. 
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No theoretical, but pragmatic 
and clear advice  

Whenever a theoretical or academic 
approach is required, we translate 
any legalese into plain language 
and stick to the essence. Here 
too, we look at the problem 
through our client’s eyes and come 
up with a pragmatic opinion or 
procedural document everyone can 
understand. It goes without saying 
that, behind the (digital) scenes, 
Lijnrecht does its own professional 
research into the legislation, case 
law and legal doctrine.

Every ‘major’ file is followed up 
by 2 lawyers

Complex cases are always 
assigned to 2 lawyers. That way, 
you have 4 eyes looking at the 
problem and you get to reap the 
benefit of the experience of two 
lawyers and maximum continuity. It 
also ensures that your file is dealt 
with and followed up in a qualitative 
manner at all times.

6
Maximum digitization for greater 
efficiency

Lijnrecht has been working 
paperless for years. Each file 
is digitized and can accessed 
by all our staff from anywhere. 
This modus operandi reduces 
costs, boosts file throughput 
and maximises your chances of 
success. 

Above all, Lijnrecht stands for a creative, 
original, and contemporary interpretation of 
the concept “advocacy”.
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The international angle

Lijnrecht is affiliated to AEA, the 
largest international network of 
lawyers numbering some 8,000 
members across 141 countries. In 
any transnational issue, we have 
instant access to numerous foreign 
helplines and, hence, to optimum 
international support.

Maximum peace of mind and 
detailed communication

In any file, Lijnrecht makes it a point 
of honour to free you of worry. We 
are always happy to take the next 
step in any procedure you prefer 
not to pursue on your own in your 
name and on your behalf. Lijnrecht 
will keep you up to speed every 
step of the way and show you 
every procedural document before 
it is lodged with the court.

Lijnrecht, where 
fairness and 
expertise meet.



“Happy are 
those who dare 
courageously to 

defend what they 
love.”

Ovid
(Roman poet)

Of course you will courageously defend what you love. 
What you love, what is yours, what you value. A good 

lawyer can be of paramount importance here.

Lijnrecht fervently defends your interests on the basis 
of the 10 principles and pluses outlined in this leaflet. 
Professionally, with zeal, and always constructively.

With our passionate and dedicated team of some 
30 highly committed members of staff we specialise 
in virtually all legal fields. Want to know which ones? 

Contact us or visit our website for further details.

Any other questions? Feel free to drop by;  
your coffee awaits!

The Lijnrecht Team

Lawyers
Anke Hansen / Stéphanie Vandormael /  
Annebeth Moons / Eline Swerts /  
Charlotte Eyckmans / Eline Briers / 
Luna Lenaerts / Karen Daenen /  
Romy Schreurs / Charlotte Ruelens /  
Gillian Franssen / Matthias Luyck /  
Stephanie Peeters / Astrid Puts / Karen 
Strauwen / Griet Mebis /  
Berthe Vanormelingen / Guy Schiepers

Administrative staff
Hélène/ Titsia / Liesbet / Veva /  
Lennart / Greet / Ilse / Yasmine / Mia

Financial staff
Geert / Nico / Jean-Marie

Lijnrecht BV 
Henisstraat 15 
3700 Tongeren

Tel.: 012 26 22 22 
info@lijnrecht.be 
www.lijnrecht.be

facebook Lijnrecht Law Firm 
instagram lijnrecht_

Be sure to check our Google and 
Trustlocal reviews!


